NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: **CZECHOSLOVAKIA**

2. Agency responsible: Federal Office for Standards and Measurements

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [X], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], Other:

4. Products covered (HS or CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):
   - Radio receivers

5. Title: ČSN 367303 Radio Receivers. Quality Requirements

6. Description of content: This standard provides for minimal values of quality requirements and of parameters of broadcast receivers. The standard defines requirements for receivers with increased parameters and requirements for other receivers. Stationary and portable receivers as well as car radios are distinguished in provision of requirements.

   Technical requirements given in ČSN 367303 are higher than requirements in a relevant IEC Standard. The IEC Standard contains only requirements for a VHF band. ČSN Standard contains besides requirements for a VHF band also requirements for LW, MW and SW bands.

7. Objective and rationale: Provision of minimum technical and quality requirements of radio receivers in Czechoslovakia


10. Final date for comments: As soon as possible

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [X] or address of other body:

   90-0202